
  

Freifunk-Open-MPPT
(MPPT: Maximum Power Point Tracker)



  

A small MPPT solar charger (up to 50 watts of module power) with 
deep discharge protection and serial communication for 

monitoring and controlling the system
(Image: Serving Suggestion)



  

Solar charger &
measurement data 
acquisition for 
resilient and energy 
autonomous wireless 
mesh nodes.

Increased energy
yield through
Maximum Power 
Point Tracking

Image: 
Mobile Freifunk mast



  

Some applications for energy independent mesh nodes

   * Refugee camps

   * Resilient communication infrastructure / networks in crisis 
and disaster situations

   * Informal settlements in developing countries (controller 
provides electricity for smartphone, tablet, light, radio,... and 
mesh node on the roof)

   * Community network nodes at elevated locations without 
current, e.g. Barn roof, on the hill / mountain between two 
places that blocks the Fresnel zone 

* General purpose solar charger 

* You name it.
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Special features of the Freifunk-Open-MPPT:

* AVR-GCC Source code for μC firmware under GNU-GPL

* Open source CAD files for KiCAD (open-source -CAD program for Linux, 
Mac,
     Windoze)

* MPPT design of the solar controller increases energy yield (94.5% 
efficiency)

* Communicates operating data via serial RS232 interface (3.3 volt level)
    e.g. To the connected router with the mesh network

* Uses only proven and easily available standard components

* Board layout, which allows the two-layer PCB in the DIY process itself
    (Milling or etching in the maker space on only one board side)

 * Microprocessor-controlled: AVR ATmega8 with 1kByte RAM and 8kByte 
Flash (!)

 * Firmware update via serial interface and bootloader, easy to do via serial
    upload (cat main.hex> / dev / tty ***) within 8 seconds after activating the
    power supply



  

MPPT – what?!

Electric power in watts is voltage times Power:

Watt = Volt * Ampere
50 W solar module specs:

Battery voltage = 11.3 - 14.9V

50 Watt Solar module at MPP:

50 W = 18V * 2.77A

50 Watt solar module 
connected to 12 V battery 
voltage without MPPT:

33.24 W = 12 V * 2.77 A

50 Watt Solar module with 
Freifunk-Open-MPPT (94.5% 
efficiency):

47.12 W = 18V * 2.77A * 0.945



  

MPPT in operation

Current from solar module Current to battery



  



  



  



  

More information & sources:

https://wiki.freifunk.net/Freifunk-MPP-Tracker
https://wiki.freifunk.net/Freifunk-Mast
https://github.com/elektra42/freifunk-open-mppt

https://wiki.freifunk.net/Freifunk-MPP-Tracker


  

Thank you for your attention!

@elektra_42
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